
 
 

 
 

Minutes	Procedure	
Minute-taker submits draft to group within 10 days of meeting; members have 7 days to submit revisions (no 
response is treated as approval). 

If any revisions, minute-taker forwards revised draft to group within 3 days for electronic approval; members have 2 
days to respond (no response is treated as approval). 

Minute-taker submits approved minutes in Microsoft Word format to the Ministry Assistant for Programs (Doug 
Freeman, dougf@plymouth.org) upon approval. 

 

Board	of	Spiritual	Formation	
Meeting	Minutes	
Wednesday,	January	12,	2022	
 

Attendance 

YES NO  YES NO  

x  Kristen Bottemiller (2022)  x Emily Moses-Thomsen (2023) 

 x Anne Cheatham (2022) x  Seth Patterson Minister of Spiritual Formation and Theater 

x  Corbin Dillon (2021)  x Josh Scharback (2022) 

x  John Gisselquist (2023), Co-Chair x  Johanna Schussler (2021), Co-Chair 

 x Nina Johnson x  Rebecca Smith (2021) 

 x Renée Macomber (2022)  x Stacy Yoakiem (2021) 

 

Guests 

Chris Bonhoff and Sarah Lehman 

Opening 

Opening/check-in – We did a quick check-in question about what we were metaphorically holding or carrying today. 
 
NOTE: February’s opening and closing will be led by Kristin. 

Items:	
Committee Check-Ins (These were skipped so the majority of the meeting could be dedicated to discussion of 
Sundays at 10 Salon offerings.) 
 
Spiritual Exploration 
Children youth and Family  
Sunday Forum  
Contemplatives 
Library 
Clergy Update 
Leadership Council Meeting 
Theater 45 Degrees 
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Sundays at 10 “Salons” Discussion 
 
JOHN: We have invited Chris Bohnhoff and Sarah Lehman to the meeting to discuss their Sundays at 10 offerings. We were 
initially aiming to start the calendar of Sundays at 10 events for January and February, but church closed again, so that’s all 
still up in the air.  
 
CHRIS: Chris has shared a podcast with this board in advance of the meeting. Chris proposes that for his Sundays at 10 offer-
ing, people could gather to listen to a small piece of audio content and then be in dialog about the topic of the piece. This is 
an effort to encourage different kinds of conversations. The podcast project started last Spring, initially designed to be 
more long-form in-depth conversations with people at Plymouth to cover different facets of the community. As Chris 
started editing these longer pieces together, and showed them to Seth, they discussed different ways they could be used. 
This is a little like a “book club” discussion, but there is no homework as everyone is listening to the piece to be discussed—
specifically, 10-minute interview films that can be shared and discussed in one session.  
 
The discussion format is 4+4+4+1, as in 4 minutes of a talker responding to a prompt (others must listen and not inter-
rupt/respond) + 4 minutes of the listener asking questions of the talker to try to draw more information out of the talker, 
asking only about the things the talker already brought up or something very related + 4 minutes of the speaker responding 
to the questions of the listener/questioner + 1 minute of silence to let all the thoughts and energies settle. So…during the 
Sundays at 10, there is just enough time for the podcast to be played and the 4+4+4+1 experience to occur. This is one-on-
one relationship building.  
 
Part of the intention here is to get Plymouth people to talk about their own spirituality—to truly share something about 
themselves. The interviews/films will demonstrate a level of sharing that, ideally, the live participants will emulate. 
 
The films have music done by Chris’s brother, and Chris and Seth are actively seeking others to contribute music and other 
elements.  
 
It was discussed that this offering needs a name. [In discussing Sarah’s idea, the overarching title of Love Lab came up. Per-
haps this would be The Love Lab: Structured Conversations or The Love Lab: Structured Dialog Sessions or something of that 
nature, TBD…rs] 

 
SARAH: Sarah’s Intentional Congregational Dialog. Sarah shared in advance a 2-page document explaining the idea.  
 
Sarah’s inspiration and purpose are similar to Chris’s. It all started with a conversation Sarah and Seth had after the vote to 
indefinitely rest the fall embroidery. They noted how difficult it was for most people to be authentically curious about 
someone without keeping hold of their own position. The idea to do something faded because of weariness over the em-
broidery discussion and COVID, but then started to bubble back up last summer.  
 
There would be an overarching theme of the week that may or may not be overtly stated—it might be woven into the ques-
tions. And the whole point would be to listen well and listen completely. The prompts would help us go more deeply every 
time. We want to structure this so that people have to talk with people they didn’t necessarily pick. We could also use this 
opportunity to help make people aware of how they can integrate this deep listening into other areas of their lives and 
even specifically different Sundays at 10 discussion groups.  
 
Discussed the possibility of giving it a name that says exactly what it is, like The Love Lab: Deep Listening Practice. “Are we 
not of interest to one another?” This would be facilitated by Sarah, Beth, and/or Don Mackenzie. It seems like this one 
needs to be in person, not really an online option.  
 

Sundays at 10 Additional or Ongoing Tasks 
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Finalize Proposed Salons (or Love Labs?) Schedule  
Johanna and John are working on plugging these in. It seems to have been decided that we will do all of 
these events in person, starting February 16th.  
 
Discussion of Rooms for Salons 
Somewhat TBD, but there really are only 2 spaces we can use because they need to be open spaces for 
covid safety and where people can also maybe stumble into these salons or sit and watch it. 2) Guild Hall 
in the back and 2) the Gallery. Sunday Forum is in the Chapel. Contemplatives are in Fireside. Church 
School is in the rest of the education wing. Jones Commons is the coffee area. 
 
Budget Discussion with Seth 
Need to talk to our committees to get them thinking now about what they think they’ll need. Was this year’s 
budget sufficient, or do they need to make changes? In theory, the budget will be built by what the people who 
are doing the offerings ask for. They will tell us what they need to do what they propose to do, and we’ll put that 
into a budget. NOTE: this is the BoSF budget, not the Sundays at 10 budget. 
 

Determine Opening/Closing for February 
Kristin volunteered for both. 
 
Closing 
 
Adjourn 
 

Next	Meeting	
February 9, 6:30pm 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
Rebecca Smith, secretary 


